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Expand along with the Internet and extensive application，enter the person who 
the numeral turns the cyberspace more and more, mankind the social movable 
contents and ways took place the huge change, the society is information-based to the 
politicses, the economy, culture and science etc. various social activities produced the 
profound influence. At the time of network bringing huge social performance and 
economic performance for mankind, the society is information-based to make 
mankind be placed in again in the unprecedented predicament, the related crime of 
network appears to combine to overflow quickly in social each realm, becoming 
endangering the biggest new crime. How make use of the development power head 
that the law means guards against the cyber crime availably, to protect and promote 
the stable and economic construction of the social order to have the preface 
development healthily, have already caused the deep concern of the international 
community. 
This text is total to is divided into three parts. The first part is concept, form and 
its characteristicses of the cyber crime. Give the define to the concept that network 
commit crime first, point out the scope that the network criminal offence should  
include;Is divided into the cyber crime form two kinds of immediately after: A kind of 
is the cyber crime of the original hair mode; A kind of is the cyber crime of the 
traditional mode; Then carry on the analysis to the characteristics that network 
commit crime, to make the reader to commit crime to the network on the foundation 
of the cyber crime condition comprehension of have the deeper time. 
The second part is the reason of the cyber crime. Pass the analysis to the cyber 
crime characteristics, tally up the main reason of a cyber crime from the technique, 
economy, ethics morals, legal system...etc., to make the reader the ability is objective 
and knows the complexity of the cyber crime problem completely, controling the 
cyber crime regulation, increasing to defend the ability of control the cyber crime. 
The third part is a penal code that commits crime to the network to defend to 
control. Analyze the international community first to the pertaining to crime 














relevant cyber of our country the lawmaking condition of the crime, end to our 
country of cyber crime put forward correspond to guard against the suggestion.Put 
forward should modify the relevant network of our country crime of existing penal 
code ruling, the appropriate enlargement  quantity strength, raise the legal and 
extend the penalty category, and the criminal charges system of the perfect cyber 
crime. 
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第一章  网络犯罪的概念、形式及其特点 
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多难以预见后果如何。在 1998 年 11 月的“莫里斯”事件中，年仅 23 岁的美国大
学研究生莫里斯，将自己编制的蠕虫输入到计算机，由于蠕虫它独立存在于系统
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